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Let D(u, b, r, k, A) be any quasi-symmetric block design with block intersection numbers 0 
and y. Suppose D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. We show ttcat for a given value of y, 
there are only finitely many parameter sets of such designs. Moreover, the ‘extremal’ &signs D 
have one of the following parameter sets: 
(1) u=4y, k=2y,A=2y-1 (ys2) 
(2) u=y(y*+3y+l), k=y(y+l), A=y*+y-1 (~32) 
(3) u=(y+l)(y*+2y-l), k=y(y+l),A=y*(ya2) 
A computer search revealed only three parameter sets in the range 1 d y G 199, which are not 
of the above types. 
1. Hntroduction 
Let P be a set of elements (points) and @I be 
Then Id = (P, 3) is a block design (=2-design) 
(i) IP\ -c, lal=b, v7ka3. 
(ii) Each point occurs on r blocks. 
(iii) Each block contains k points. 
a family of subsets (blocks) of P. 
with parameters (u, b, r, k, A) if 
(iv:) Each pair of points occurs in exactly A blocks. 
A design is symmetric if u = b or equivalently r = k. It is we.11 known that 
symmetric dedgns are just those designs in which any two distinct blocks intersect 
in exactly A points. A design is quasi-symmetric if the number of points in two 
blocks just takes two values x and y (x < y < k). The block graph T of a 
quasi-symmetric design D is a graph whose vertices are its blocks and where two 
blocks are adjacent if and only if their ints:rsection has cardinality y. The following 
is well known [l]. 
Result 1.1. If D is a quasi-symmetic design, then the block graph r is strongly 
regular with parameters (n, a, c, d). Here n denotes t?ze numbev of vertices of r, a 
its valency, c the number of vertices adjacent to two adjacent vertices and d the 
number of vertices adjacent to two non-adjacent vertices. 
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In this paper we will be interested in quasi-symmetric designs with b10& 
intersections x = 0, y >O and having no three mutually disjoint blocks,. w’e 
observe that the property of having no three mutually disjoint blocks is equivalent 
to r, the complement of I’, having no triangles. Reference [l] contains many 
results about strongly re:gular graphs without triangles. 
The question of determining the possible parameter sets of quasi-symmetric 
designs in order that its block graph (or some other naturally associated graph) 
satisfies some extra graph theoretic conditions has been dealt with in [4-G]. 
We mention also the relevance of this question to 3-designs. Let D be any 
3-design with parameters (u, b, r, k, A, b3). Here b3 denotes the number of bloclcs 
containing any 3 points of D. If p is any point of D, consider the blocks of .D 
containing p and remove p from them. ‘The resulting configuration is a block 
design called the derived design DJp). It has parameters 0’ = u - 1, b’ = r, r’ = 8, 
k’ = k - 1, A’= bf. The remainir.g blocks form a block design known as the 
residual design Dr(p). D,(p) has parameters u” = u - 1, b” = b - r, f’ = r-A, k” == k, 
h”=h-+. 
A 3-design D is said to be an extension of Dd(p). A 3-design D is called 
symmetric if D,,(p) is a symmetric 2-design foi any p. It is clear that if D is a 
:3-design, then D is a symmetric 3-design if and only if any two blocks of D 
jntersect in 0 or y points, where y = b3 + 1. We will call a P-design quasi- 
symmetric if it has only two block intersec,tion cardinalities x and y (x C y Ck). 
The paper c’s] is concerned .wiah quasi-symmetric 3-desi+gns with parameters 
u = y(y2 + 3y .f l), b=(y*+2y-l)(y2+3y+1), 
r = (y + l)(y”-t2y - l), k = y(y + l’), 
A =y*cy-l, b3=y-I, 
with block intersectio:n umbers x = 0, y > 0. 
Cameron [2] deals with the extension problem of symmetric 2-designs, and 
some of our ideas have been inspired from it. 
Our aim in the present paper is to investigate quasi-symmetric block designs 
with intersection numbers 0 and y and having no three mutually disjoint blocks. 
“We sho\Y (Corollary 3.5) that fnr a fixed value of y, there are only finitely many 
parameter sets cd such designs. Moreover, we show ;u Theorem 3.6 that the block 
size k satisfies 2y L k S y(y f 1). In the extremal cas;s k = 2y and k = y(y + 1) the 
.parameters of the design are completely determinf,:d. Tn fact, if k = 2y, the design 
has parameters u = 4*y, k = 2y, h = 2y - 1. If k = y ( y i), there are two possibilities, 
either 
or 
v=y(y2+3y+1), k=y(y+l), A=y*+y-1 
V = (y + r)(y2 + 2y - l), k=y(y+l), A=y2. 
is fo~l~~~s from a teclmical result (Theorem 3.2) which asserts that the. 
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parameters k, A and y of such designs sadsfy a certain diopb,antine equation. This, 
in turn, severely restricts the possibilities. We also give sufficient conditions under 
which possibilities k = 2y or k = y(y 3 1) can occur (Propositions 3.7-3.9). 
Section 2 contains some general Lemmas about quasi-symmetric block designs 
with block intersections 0 and y. These are then used to prove the main results in 
Section 3. 
2. ~-sym~~etic designs with Merss&ion numbem 0 and y 
From now on D = (P, 93) denotes a quasi-symmetric block design with parame- 
ters (u, b, r, k, A) and having block intersections 0 and y. The block graph of D is 
denoted by r. 
Lemma 2.1. The graph r is strongly regular with parameters (n, a, c, d) where 
n = b, a = (r - l)k/y, d = k2Aly2, c=(r-A-2k)ly+d. 
Moreouer, y divides k. 
Proof. See [l] or [4]. 
Lemma 2.2. The following are equivalent for any quasi-symmefric 
intersection numbers 0 and y. 
(i) D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. 
(ii) r, the comp2emenr of r, has no triangles. 
(iii) b = 2a - d -E 2. 
design D with 
Proof. Clearly (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Let pl, p2 be any two non-ad_ia.cent 
vertices in r. Then there are exactly d other vertices adjacent to both p1 and p2, 
and a-d vertices adjacent to p1 (resp. p2) but not to p,2 (resp. p,). If b = :2a - d + 2, 
then every vertex of r is adjacent to either pl, p2 or both. This shows the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii). 
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a quasi-symmetric block design (u, b, r, k, A) with block 
intersec,tions 0 and y. Then (r - l)(y - 1) = (k -- l)(h - 1). Furthermore, if k = A + 1, 
then D is a 3-design with b3 = y - 1. 
f. (See also [l].) Let p be any point of D. Consider the configuration Q, 
whose points are the points of D other than p and whose blocks are the: blocks of 
D incident with p. Kt is easily seen that the dual of Dp is a block design w:ih 
parameters (r, ZJ -1, k-l,& y-l). This implies, (r-l)(y-l)=(k-l)(A-lb. If 
k = A -I- 1, then Dp is a symmetric design and hence is a 3-design with 
b3=y-1. 
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Llamama 24. Let D = (P, 93) be u quasi-symmetric design (II. b, r, k, A‘) with block 
!mtenection numbers 0 and y. Suppose D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. Let 
*IT be a fixed block of D., Let DC be the design whose points are the blocks of D 
disjoint with C and bE&%s are the points of D not contained in C and incidence is as 
in D. 
‘Then, DC is a (possibly trivial) block design with paraw,- .ers (ij,& F, E, i) where 
,[;==a-d-+1, 6=v-k, F=k, j!=r-kh/y, and i=y. 
iI%o$. A point and a block cnf DC are incident if and only if the corresponding 
block and point of D are incident. Since b = 2a -d + 2 and there are a blocks 
adjacent to C, we observe thz+t here are exactly (2a -d + 2) --(a f 1) = a -d + 1 
Mocks disjoint from C. The parameters IF and i are c!ear. Let p be a point of D, 
,p& C. Define 
Gnppose there are t Mocks B such that p E B and J3 n C# 8. Then IAl = ty, since 
2~1’ly a,uch block B intersects C in y points. On the other hand, if q E C, there exist 
cr:xactly k blocks (of D) incident with p and q. This gives IA\ = kh, implying 
I’ = kh/y. Hence there are r - kA/y blocks incident with p and disjoint from C. This 
:~~$ves k’ =r - kA/y. Finally, if B1, B2 are any two blocks of D disjoint from C, then 
ltfr, n B2 # $3, since there are no three mutually disjoint blocks. Thus, lB1 n B,I = y, 
giving Ic’ = y. Hence DC is a block design with the given parameters. We note that 
II),= is trivial if fi=a-dil=l. 
Let D = (P, 3) be a quasi-symmetric design with block intersection numbers 0 
and y. Suppose p is a point of D. Define an incidence structure DP = (P’, a’), 
where P’ is the set of blocks incident with p. For each block C of 9 not incident 
with p, define a block B= of Dp, whose points are the blocks of D disjoint from 
C. We then have the following lemma. 
:2.5. Let r(b, a, c, d) be the block graph of D. Suppose D has no three 
rmutuaify disjoint blocks. 7’hen for any point p, the incidence structure DP is a block 
&sign with parameters (r, b - r, a - d + 1, r - klly, c-d + I!). 
& The parameters r and b - r of Dp are clear. If &3 is a block incident with p, 
there exrists a blocks adjacent to B and hence b - (a + I) = la-d + 1 blocks not 
tijacent to B. Hence B belongs to a -d i- 1 block-a of Dp. In Lemma 2.4, we 
showed that for any block C such that p+ C, there are exactly r- khly blocks 
incident with p and disjoint from C. Thus the block size of Dp is r -- kA/y. Finally, 
let B1, Bz be two blocks incident with p Then there are 2a-c blocks that 
Bz. Hence there aire b -(2a -cl = 2a - d + 2 - (?a - c) = 
which contain the points B,., Ba of DP. 
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We will now determine the parametrically possible quasi-symmetric 3-designs 
D with block intersection numbers 0 and y, and in which there are no three 
mutually disjoint blocks. These designs turn out to be extensions of symmetri.c 
2-designs discussed in [2]. The method of proof is essentially in [2]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let D = (P, Se) be a quasi-symmetric design with intersection nunz- 
bers 0 and y, and with purameters (v, b, r, k, A). Suppose D has no three muiua%ly 
disjoint blocks. Then, D i.r a 3-design if and only if 
either (I) D is a Hadamard 3-design with parameters 
v=4y, k=2y, h=2y-1 (Y a 
or (2) D has parameters v = y(y’+ 3y + 1), 
k=y(ysl), h=y2+y-1 (Y 32). 
Furthermore, if (2) ho&, then for any point p, the residual design D,(p) is a 
quasi-symmcetric 2-design with intersection umbers 0 and y and has parsnmekrs 
(3) vn = (y + l)(y2 + 2y - l), k” = y(y + 1), 
A” = y2 (ya2) 
and with no three mutually disjoint blocks. 
Proof. Let D be a quasi--symmetric 3-design satisfying the above hypothesis Let 
p be any point of D. YForm the derived design D,(p). Then D,,(p) is a 2,-design 
with parameters (v- 1, r! k- 1, A, b,). The hypothesis on D imply that D&) is 
symmetric and r = v -1, h=k-1, b3=y-1. Let C be any fixed block of D, By 
Lemma 2.4, .& is a (possibly trivial) 2-design. Let pl, p2 be two points of D, 
p1 $ C, p2 $ C Suppose q E C. Then, if B denotes a block of D 
((B:pl,P2E1B,qEBnc}l=b,=y-l. 
Hence, \(B: pl, pzc jP, J3 fl Cf fl}l= (y - l)k/y, since each such block B intersects 
C in y points. Thus 
Hence in the design ;3,-, any two of its distinct blocks intersect in (k -- y)/y 
points. Thus if DC is non-trivial, ,then DC is symmetric and (k - y)/y = y, giving 
k: = y(y + I), A==y2fy-.1, 
(r-l)==:(A-l)(k-l)l(y-111 
= (y2+y-2jr(y2ty- l)/(y-l)=(y+2)(y2+y-1). 
Thus v-r-53l=~~(y~f3y+l). 
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If DC is trivial, then (k - y)jy == 1. This implies that D has parameters u = 4y, 
k = 2y, A = 2y - 1. In this case the lblock graph of D has parameters a = 
(r-.l)kEy==2(4y-2), d=k2Ajy2=8y-4. This implies a=d and a-d+l=l. 
Thus each block of D has a unique parallel and D L a Hadamard 3-design. Hence 
in any case we have either (1) or l(2). As we noted earlier, if (2) holds then D,(p) 
for any point p has parameters (3). 
Suppose next that D is a qu:asi-symmetric 2-design with parameters (1) or (2), 
having no &ret. mutually disjoint blocks and with intersection numbers 0 and y. If 
(1) holds and u = 4y, k = 2y,. A = ;!y - 1, then for any point p, the dual of DP (see 
Lemma 2.3) is a symmetric design with parameters (4y - 1,2y - 1, y - 1). Conse- 
queutly, D,, is a symmetric design with parameters (4y - 1,2y - 1, y - l), for any 
point p. Hence D is a 3-design. 
If (2) bdds and v = y(y*+ 3~ 4 I), k = y(y + 1), A = y2+ y - 1, then for any point 
p, the dual of DP is a symmetric design with parameters (y3 + 3y2 f y - 1, y2+ y - 
1, y - 1). Consequently, Dy is a symmetric design with parameters (y3+3y2+ y - 
1, y”+ y - 1, y - l), for any point p. Hence D is a 3-design. 
We now establish a rather technical result from which our main results will 
follow # 
Theorem 3.2. Let D(u, 6, r, k, A) be any quasi-symnretric design with block intersec- 
tion numbers 0 and y. Suppose D has no three mufiunlly disjoint blocks. Then, k, A 
and y satisfy the diophmtine equation (*). 
(A-y)*k3+(h-f)y[(l-A)y+2(y2 A)-Jk2 
(*J ty2[y2(1-2h)+(AZ-A+2)y+A(2A-3)3k 
t y”(A - l)(y -A) = 0. 
Proof. We consider the block graph r(n, a, c, d). From Section 2, we have 
a = (I- l)k/y, d = k2A/y2, (r - l)(y - 1) = (k - ].)(A - I), Also, we have b = cr/k, 
L, = [r( k - 1) + Al/A. Thus, 
6 = [r2(k - l)+ hrj/kA. (1) 
Next, since D has; no three mutually disjoint bllocks, 
b=2a-d-+2. (2) 
Equating (1) and (2) and substituting the values of 11, d and r we get, after some 
simplificatio:1, the diophantirce equation (*). 
For our purposes, we will treat (*) as a quadratic equation in A. Its 
discrimiti~nt hen gives necessary conditions on the existence of our designs. 
Let D(v, b, r, k, A) be any quasi-symmetric block design with 
i~t~~~~~t~o~ ~urntrers 0 and y. Suppos.! D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. 
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(ii) The quation (* *) regarded as a quadra.tic in h has discriminant sll(k, y),, 
given by 
.n(k,y)=y2(y-l)2(-4k3+4(y2+y+l)k2-4y(y+l)k+y2}. 
(iii) A necessary condition for the existence of the design D is that tI(k, y) E:le t,he 
square of an integer, where 
e(k,y)=-4k3+4(y2+y+l)k2-4y(y+l)k+y2. 
Proof. It can be verified that the diophantine eqjuation (*) of Theorem 3.2 can be 
rewritten as 
(k~-y)[k2-y(y+l)k+y2]h2-(k-y)y[2k2--2(y2+l)k+y(y+l)Jh 
+ (k -- y)2y2(k - 1) = 0 ((0 
Since y = k implies repeated blocks, we must have the diophantine equatia’n (* :c 1. 
Part (ii) follows by straightforward but tedious calculations. Part (iii) is the:n 
immediate. 
Lemma 3.4. For a med value of y, trCre hnction. F(k) defined by 
F(k)=-4k3+4(y2+y+l)k2-4y(y+l”)k+y* 
has the following properties: 
(1) Tke derivative F’(k) is given by 
F’(k) = -12k2+8(y2+ y + 1)k -4y(y + 1). 
(2) F’(k),:0 if k>(y*+y+l). 
(3) F(y2 i- y + 1) c 0 and hence F(k) < 0 for alI2 k 2 (y” + y + 1). 
Proof. Part (1) is clear. Observe that F’(k)=-4[3k2-2(y’+y+l)k+y(y+l):]. 
Thus F’(k)<:0 if 3k*-2(y2+y+l)k+y(y+1)>0. This implies that F’(k:r<O 8 
PI9 k:+{(y2+y+l)+,/y4y3-y+l). 
lt can be chlecked that if k > y*+ y + 1, then (t) holds. This establishes (Z?). Part 
(3) follows from (2) and the fact, that 
F(y2+y+l)= -y{4y3+8y2+7.y +4}<0. 
CoroUary 35. Let D(v, b, r, k, A) be a quasi-symmetric block design with intersec- 
tion numbers 0 and y. Suppose has no three mutually disjoint blocks. Then, jbr Q 
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fixed oalue of y, the block size k satisfies 2:~ 1 6 k d y(y + 1). As a consequence, there .
are only finitely many (par~me@icalZy possible) such designs D. 
PM. Let D have the above properties. From Lemma 2.1, y divides k. Since we 
are assuming no repeated blocks, this implies 2y G k. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 give 
k d y(y + 1). For a fixed value of y, only finitely many k’s are possible. Then from 
Lemma 3.3, part (i), only finitely many h’s apply. Froril the relation 
(r - l)(y - 1) = (k - l)(A - 1) (Lemma 2.3) and the basic relation v = [r( k - 1) + Al/h 
is it now clear that only finitely many parameter se.ts for D exist. 
We now obtain our main result. 
‘E&o- 3.6. Let D(v, b, r, k, A) be a quasi-symmetric block design with block 
inkwection numbers 0 and y. Suppose D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. 
7Yhen the block size k satisjies 2y G k G y(y + 1). Furthermore, 
(i) If k = 2y, then D is a Hadamard 3-design with parameters v = 4y, k = 2y, 
A -2y-1 (ya2) 
(ii) I” k = y(y + l), then the parameters of D ure ei&cr 
u=y(y2+3y+1), k=y(y+l), A=y”i-y--l 
or 
u=(y+l)(y2+2y-l), k=y(y+l), A.==y” (Y aa. 
plcti. From Corollary 3.5, we have 2y =G k !C ;v(y + 3.). We TIOW consider the 
exaremal cases. From Lemma 3.3, the discriminant R(k, y) of (* *) has the values 
y4(y - 1)‘(4y -- 3)2 
fi(k* YJ = ly”(y _ 1)2 
if k = 2y, 
if k = y(y -I- 1). 




.y2+y-1 or y2 if k=y(y+l). 
<-firresponding to each of these vadues c>f A, WC get the cases (i) or (ii) of our 
theorem. 
. It can be seen from Lemma 2,.3, that ia case (i) and the first design in 
case (ii) of Theorem 3.6 that D is in fact a 3-dr slign. 
As an illustration of the above results we give the following 
n 3.7. Let .D(v, b, r, k., A) be a quasi-symmetic block design with block 
0 and y. Suppose D kas no three mut&!ly disjoint blocks. 
il) If y = 1, then has parameters (4,6,3,2,1) OF (5, l&4,2,1). 
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(2) If y == 2, then D has parameters (8,14,7,4,3) or (21,56,36,6,4) or 
(22,7’7,21,6,5). 
(3) If y =: 3, then D has parameters (12,22,11,6,5) or (56,210,45,12, ‘9) QI 
(57,266,56,12,11). 
(4) If y =:4, then D has parameters (16,30,15,8,7) or (116,667,115,20,19) 
or (lY.S,552,96,20,16). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3, part (iii). 
IR~~MLs. Part (1) of the above result has also been independently obtained 
by W. Haemers [3]. One might conjecture (on the above evidence) that quasi- 
symmetric block designs having intersection numbers 0 and y and having no three 
mutually disjoint blocks mu.:* always have k = 2y or k = y(y + 1). However, the 
parametriciully possible solution -with u = 232, b = 638, r = 99, k =: 36, A = 15 a,nd 
y = 6 shows that this is false. 
We next give some sufficient conditions under which the extremaii cases of 
Tbeorem 3..6 can be realized. 
Propdtiort 3.8. Let D be a quasi-symmetric block design wit!: intersection ~crtz- 
hers 0 and y. Suppose D has no three mutually disjoint blocks and that A :‘= y2. 7&n 
exactly one of the following holds: 
(1) D is a (4,6,3,2,1) lor a t&10,4,2,1) design, or 
(2) D ha.s parameters 
v:=(y+l)(y2+2y-l),, k=y(y+l), h=y2 (y 2 2). 
Ihroof. Using Lemma 3.3(i) with A = y2, we ger 
(1) 




If (2) holds, then Proposition 3.7 gives the first possibility in our proposiGon. 
Otherwise, since roots of (3)1 are k = y or k = y(y + l), we get the secontl 
possibility. 
For any block B of our design D, let Ds I?e the design of Lemma 2.4. 
Let D be a quasi-symmetric design witk Wenection numbr?rs 8 
izas no three mutuuEly disjoint blocks. .L~I’ B be (any block of D. 
Then A = y2 if and only if Dn is quasi-residual. 
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M. By Lemma 2.4, DB has parameters (a -d -t- ‘I, 1,~ -- k, k, r- kA/y, y). Thus 
DB is quasi-residual if and only if k = r- kA/‘y +y. NOW (r- l)(y- l)= 
(k - l)(A - 1) and we may assume y $1, by Proposition 3.7. Thus r = 
(k - l)(A - l)/(y - 1) + 1. Hence DB is quasi-residual if and only if 
[k(y + A) --. y*]/y = (k - l)(A - l)/(y - 1) + 1 
That is, DB is quasi-residual if and only if y(y*- A) = k(y*-A). Since y = k 
implies repeated blocks, we see that Ds is quasi-residua? if and only if A ‘= y *. 
CorOnary 3.10. Let D be quasi-symmetric with block intersection numbers 0 and y. 
Suppse D has no three mutually disjoint blocks. If DB is quasi-residual for some 
block B of D, then D has parameters 11 = (y + l)(y2+2!y - l), k = y(y + 1), A = y”. 
Using our results, a computer program was run to find parameter sets of 
quasi-symmetric D(v, b, r, k, A) with block intersections x = 0, y > 0 and having no 
three mutually disjoint blocks. For any value of y, the following parameter sets 
are feasible: 
(1) v=4y, k=2y, A=2y-1, 
(21 v=y(y2-t3y+1), k- y(y+O, A= Y*+Y -1, 
(3) u = (y + l)(y2+2y - 1), k = y(y + l),, A = y*. 
Moreover, for ‘I-- y C c 199, the search revealed only three parameter sets which 
are not of the above types. These are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 
232 6138 99 36 115 6 58s 542 540 
5290 13202 861 345 56 23 12900 12605 12600 
1174581 2852432 33440 13770 392 162 2842315 2832234 2832200 
The existence of designs with parameters (1) is llrnown for u = 4y with 4y - 1 a 
prime power [Sprott]. The cases (2) and (3) e+.st for y = 2 witt]. For the 
references cf these results see (e.g., [7j). The e~&tence of the designs gi\-en in 
Table 1 is unknown to us. 
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